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Each minute that passes is as a celestial gift certificate to be spent at all places of choice on the street of 
desire.  Quantities and denominations of this gift certificate are structured and defined to fit earth and 
her life credits. Every thought is as a time piece that commands your immediate attention. 

As the pulse of light strengths in proportion to desired outcomes it moves its awareness forward thru 
time to look at each and every one of its creations.  The Light looks at its Creations. Seeing how they are 
spending their life force; wisely or foolishly.  Benefiting the ‘All’ or just paying homage to self. 

What has been ‘less than’ in time and value is acknowledged and multiplied. Choices are blatantly seen 
for what they will harvest. Hiding anything is not an option. An evolutionary wavelength in direct 
proportion with the creators pulse is felt on a cellular level within the biology of all life. 

Time once thwarted is seen for its flexibility, bending forward or back takes the same amount of energy. 
As mankind changes his awareness of space and time, he will release himself from the shackles of past 
choices.  The molecules of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness are forever marching forward 
without hesitation.  Outcomes are designed by the species as it chooses to move forward or stay put. 
Receiving the Christ power is the key to this truth, as what came before comes again.  Stars and galaxies 
live within the human body. They are stellar captives of matter that ask to be set free. 

Let the universe that lives within you become its true value, just as you seek to understand your true 
value as a human.  The universe is moving forward with or with out you.  New programs and creations 
are coming to the surface of time creating new opportunities for the light to articulate itself. Completion 
of the old programs begins quickly as the new codes are issued to humanity via the cosmic daily pulse. 
Those who earnestly seek will be lifted on high. All is amplified as it ebbs and flows. 

Thought forms of light are ingathered, re-evaluated, and dispatched to create new worlds. All beings 
are accountable of how they have spent there light.  In the past spiritual gifts have been stunted as many 
types of energies competed with man for his space and slice of time. A great gift awaits those that have 
been strong enough to stay on the path of light as it goes its own transformation, involution and 
evolution. 

Within the treasury of light lives all desires, thoughts, wants and needs. Those that are righteous in light 
per thought and deed are seen by the luminance of their intentions. A body of belief must exist before 
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this can happen.  Light transmissions between the physical body and light universes will move upon the 
stellar rays of creation, in order to birth the collective Christ Light. Drawing from this field of light 
shows one how to complete the process of instantaneous creation. 

The gifts of what is holy will come to a place of saturation and maturity and a light filled program will 
be finalized. Light awareness from an outside source will be transferred allowing a higher intelligence 
to be imbued upon those that seek to know.  Old ways of thinking will be dissolved and many out dated 
limitations with them.  

 


